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BCC Background Information 

Benevolent Co-Creations was conceived in 1998 and founded to facilitate awareness and practical 

application of the ability to create and attract desired experiences benevolently. The ability to 

attract desired experiences is achieved by an awareness of our spiritual essence, the creative 

relationship we have with our Inner Self, strengthening of our energy anatomy and application of 

innate creative tools of consciousness, focused through heart centred awareness. 

Benevolent Co-Creations uses universal principles governing the process of creative enfoldment, 

natural creative tools within and ways of using innate creative tools consciously. 

Benevolent Co-Creations is dedicated to assisting the individual expression of self-empowerment, 

enablement and worth from within. Honouring the ability to create reality in partnership with life. 

 

BCC Principles  

Benevolent Co-Creations is centred upon the principle that Spirit (Prime Source Creator 

Consciousness Intelligence) is the essence of all life.  

Consciousness expressed and experienced as intelligence, awareness and dynamism is everywhere it 

is the energy of life, life that flows throughout our energy anatomy (electromagnetic fields, aura).  

All expressions of energy visible and invisible are birthed into existence from, throughout and within 

a unified primary creative cause. 

Life is the experience of consciousness in various states of vibratory energetic expression.  

 

Benevolent Co-Creations focuses on the precept that humans are innately empowered and enabled. 

We are perpetually influencing the formation of intangible universal creative energy into the (real) 

tangible form of our physical reality. The influence of physical reality is a result of the fact that we 

are individualized expressions of Prime Source Creator Intelligence. We are naturally receptacles 

through which the infinite energy of Creator can be directed and focused into specific physical form. 

Consequently this intimate relationship means we are blessed with the natural ability to create our 

realities.  

In essence we are creators learning to be conscious co-creators of our desired realities benevolently,  

in partnership with Prime Source Creator Intelligence. 

 

 


